Backup Profiler

backup management, the solarwinds way

Say Goodbye to Spreadsheets & Scripts! There’s a Better
Way to Manage Your Data Protection Environment.
supports major backup
applications, including:
• CA ARCserve®
• EMC® Networker®
• IBM Tivoli® Storage
Manager
• Symantec™ Backup Exec™
& NetBackup™
• CommVault®

You need to keep a close eye on your data protection
environment, but do you need to spend hours exporting
vendor data to spreadsheets or writing scripts? You need
a solution that gives you real-time, consolidated visibility
into the status of your multi-vendor backup operations
to prevent failures and data loss. Say goodbye to your
scripts and spreadsheets and say hello to SolarWinds
Backup Profiler, an easy-to-use, centralized backup
management software that won’t break the bank. Forget
about reports from backup applications that only provide
a partial view into your data protection environment. We
designed Backup Profiler to give you a consolidated view
of your backup infrastructure using an intuitive, web-based console with out-of-the-box and custom reports.

SolarWinds Backup Profiler Highlights
•

Continuously monitors your multi-vendor data protection environment and delivers visibility into
the entire backup process

•

Identifies misconfigurations, inefficiencies, and anomalies before they cause failures

•

Optimizes performance of your backup environment by providing visibility into device throughput,
duration, and more

•

Provides an at-a-glance view of the state of all backup media in your data protection environment

Backup Profiler Features
Backup Monitoring & Backup Reporting
Backup Profiler delivers visibility into the entire backup
process and identifies misconfigurations, inefficiencies,
and anomalies before they contribute to backup failure.
Customizable backup alerts, off-the-shelf reports, and a
report wizard help you foresee a backup problem before
it becomes a crisis. Backup Profiler offers enterpriselevel backup comparison and post-backup analysis
reports—saving you hours each month.

Backup Performance Optimization
Optimize the performance of your backup environment by gaining visibility into device throughput, duration,
backup windows, and more. SolarWinds Backup Profiler correlates performance and configuration information
across backup servers and software, tape libraries and drives, networks, client devices, and storage arrays.
There’s no need to expose your organization to risk and place strain on your infrastructure.

Automated Backup Capacity Planning
Backup capacity planning features in SolarWinds Backup
Profiler give you the ability to visualize backup trends
and plan for future investments in business continuity
and disaster recovery resources. See a real-time and
historical view of your entire backup environment.

Backup Compliance & SLA Management
Automate the backup compliance process and simplify
SLA definition, performance monitoring, and scorecard
generation with Backup Profiler. Provide auditors with
a clear picture of backup status, backup locations, and
assurance that data is recoverable.

Backup Media Management
SolarWinds Backup Profiler provides at-a-glance,
snapshot views of your multi-vendor data protection
environment, as well as automatic reporting on the state
of all backup media—both physical and virtual. View
detailed, post-backup reporting on the number of tapes
used and the amount of data backed up. Monitoring
your backup infrastructure has never been so easy!

system requirements
hardware

minimum requirements

Memory

4 GB or more

Hard Drive

50 GB

CPU

2 processors

software

minimum requirements

Operating System

Windows® 2003 & 2008 Server (32-bit or 64-bit); Redhat® Linux® or SUSE™ (32bit or 64-bit)

Console

Internet Explorer®, Mozilla® Firefox®

NOTE: The requirements listed above are recommendations that vary depending on each network configuration and server load.

Related Products:
• Storage Manager, Powered by Profiler
• Virtualization Manager

For additional information, please contact SolarWinds at 866.530.8100 or e-mail sales@solarwinds.com.
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